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ABSTRACT

The main motto of the project is to provide efficient data management process in Cloud environment with proper
end-to-end Service Level Agreement (SLA) schemes. The cloud environment is designed based on three level of
users such as Cloud Service Providers (CSP) - who offers services to the users to upload and access the data from
the cloud environment, Cloud Consumers - who uses the cloud service to post/upload the data into the cloud and
End Users - who access/download the data presented into the cloud. In this paper we define our own mail system
to enhance the security to the cloud, by eliminating the regular mail services as well as we use Multi Cloud System
to maintain the data into three separate cloud entities so that cost efficiency and fast accessing is achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing innovation speaks to another worldview for the provisioning of registering foundation. This
outlook changes the area of this framework to the system to decrease the expenses connected with the administration
of equipment and programming assets. It guarantees various points of interest for the sending of information escalated
applications, for example, versatility of assets, pay-per-use cost model [23], low time to advertise and the impression
of (essentially) boundless assets and unbounded adaptability. Thus, it gets to be conceivable, in any event
hypothetically, to accomplish boundless throughput by ceaselessly including processing assets (e.g. database servers)
if the workload increments [4]. Cloud-facilitated database frameworks controlling these applications shape a basic
segment in the product heap of these applications [19]. Effective cloud information administration frameworks
ought to fulfill, however much as could be expected, the accompanying objectives:

• Availability: They should be constantly open even on the events where there is a system disappointment or
an entire datacenter has gone disconnected from the net [15].

• Scalability: They should have the capacity to bolster vast databases with high demand rates at low dormancy.
Specifically, the framework must have the capacity to consequently duplicate and redistribute information
to exploit the new equipment [24]. They should be likewise ready to naturally move load between servers
(copies).

• Elasticity: They should adapt to changing application needs in both bearings (scaling up/out or downsizing/
in). [3]

• Performance: On open Cloud computing stages, valuing is organized in a way such that one pays just for
what one uses, so the merchant cost increments directly with the imperative stockpiling, system transfer
speed, and process power. For platform supplied Multicloud [12] storage system OLTP is not best suited
but OLAP applications suits well. [6]
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Cloud computing is by its temperament a quick changing environment which is intended to give
administrations to erratically assorted arrangements of customers and heterogeneous workloads [17]. A few
studies have additionally reported that the variety of the execution of Cloud computing assets is high [5]. In
relational database as a service approach the relational database is provided as a service by the third party
service provider [21]. This happens to make the user free from all types of expensive expenditure like
purchasing of hardware and software, maintenance, administrative and software upgrade cost [7] Consequently,
shopper worries on SLA taking care of for their cloud-facilitated databases alongside the restrictions of
existing SLA systems to express and implement SLA necessities in a mechanized way makes the requirement
for SLA-based administration strategies for cloud-facilitated databases [8] that are dynamic provisioned
based on the criteria in [11][14].

The center of this framework is on presenting the idea of SLA-based administration for cloud-facilitated
database from the purchaser point of view. We show a conclusion to-end system that empowers the product
applications to decisively characterize the SLA of the application as far as objectives which are subjected to
various requirements that are particular on its database exchanges. The structure additionally empowers the
product supplier to definitively characterize an arrangement of application specific tenets (activity rules) where
the affirmation control of the database level needs to take comparing activities keeping in mind the end goal to
meet the normal framework execution or to lessen the expense of the allotted cloud assets when they are not
effectively used. The system ceaselessly screens the database workload, tracks the fulfillment of the application-
characterized SLA, assesses the state of the move standards and makes the essential activities when required.
The structure is database stage skeptic and depends on virtualization-based database replication component
based on [9].

2. RELATED WORKS

In 2009, M. Armbrust, et al., proposed the detailed analysis in the topic of ‘Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View
of Cloud Computing’, in this they clearly described bound obstacles area unit overcome.[1] In 2009, B. Cooper,
et al., described in the topic called ‘Building a cloud for yahoo’ like Yahoo building a collection of climbable, highly-
available knowledge storage and process services, and deploying them in a very cloud model to create application
development and in progress maintenance considerably easier.[18] In 2012, B.Suleiman et al., described in ‘On
understanding the economics and elasticity challenges [20] of deploying business applications on public cloud
infrastructure’ The paper provides a multi-lenses summary which will facilitate cloud shoppers and potential business
application’s homeowners to grasp, analyze, and judge vital political economy and snap capabilities of various
CISOs and its suitableness for meeting their business application’s necessities[2][10][13]. Paper [3] offers a
comprehensive survey of diverse approaches and mechanisms of deploying data-intensive applications within the
cloud that arraign plenty of momentum in each analysis and industrial communities. We have a tendency to analyze
the varied style choices of every approach and its quality to support bound categories of applications and end-
users. A discussion of some open problems and future challenges touching on measurability, consistency, economical
process of huge scale information on the cloud is provided. In [5] investigation about what customers observe of
the consistency and performance properties of varied offering are noticed which has a lot of platforms appear in

Figure 1: SLA Parties in Cloud Environments
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observe to supply additional consistency than they promise. The affinity to additionally find cases wherever the
platform offers customers a alternative between stronger and weaker consistency, however there’s no ascertained
have the benefit of accretive weaker consistency properties and discussion about the restrictions and opportunities
of deploying information management problems on these rising cloud computing platforms (e.g., Amazon net
Services). [6][22]

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

First, we analyze the performance of our proposed Multi-Cloud Integrated Cloud Protocol [MCDCP] from the
computation and communication overhead. We compare our MCDCP protocol with the other up-to date DC
protocols. Second, we analyze our proposed MCDC protocol’s properties of flexibility and verification. Third, we
give the prototypal implementation of the proposed MCDCP protocol.

The signature relates the client’s identity with his private key. Cloud computing is used to store the client’s data
on multi-cloud servers. At the same time, Cloud computing is also used to combine the multi-cloud servers’
responses to respond the verifier’s challenge. Apart from these strategies, we have to concentrate on the following
things such as Availability, Scalability, Elasticity and Performance.

4. ALGORITHMS AND TECHNIQUES USED

4.1. Key Generation Algorithm (KeyGen)

Key Generation calculation is controlled by the client to setup the plan. Producing keys (Based on Hint Words)
and mail it to clients for decoding the scrambled information. Key era is the procedure of creating keys for
cryptography. A key is utilized to scramble or unscramble whatever information is being encoded / decoded.

4.2.Signature Generation Algorithm (SigGen)

Utilized by the client to produce confirmation metadata, which may comprise of special marks or other data utilized
for checking the client. Signature Generation Algorithm is utilized by the client to produce check metadata, which
may comprise of machine access code. It creates the mark for the client and set the character to every single
individual in the cloud engineering.

4.3.Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric encryption calculation. AES was intended to be proficient in
both equipment and programming, and backings a piece length of 128 bits and key lengths of 128, 192, and 256
bits. For AES, NIST choose three individuals from the Rijndael family, each with a piece size of 128 bits, three
distinctive key lengths: 128, 192 and 256 bits. The calculation portrayed by AES is a symmetric-key calculation,
which means the same key is utilized for both encoding and decoding the information. [16]

4.4.Data Partitioning Algorithm

The Data Partitioning Algorithm is utilized for parcels the information into number of sets {0, 1,..., n – 1}. We
speak to parcels uniquely as timberlands, i.e., an accumulation of trees, one tree for every piece of the segment.
We just need the guardian data about the tree so we speak to the allotment as a vector V with V[i] the guardian of
i unless i has no guardian (as is a root), in which case V[i] is negative the span of the square with i. In this plan the
slightest allotment would be spoken to by the vector h – 1, –, ..., –1i and the best segment could be spoken to from
multiple points of view including the vector h–n, 0,..., 0i. A vector speaking to an allotment is in ordinary structure
if the base of every square is minimal component of that piece and the guardian of each non-root is its root. This
structure is one of a kind, i.e., two vectors speak to the same allotment if and just on the off chance that they have
the same ordinary structure. The calculation results are in typical structure.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

5.1. Secure Key Processing

The Secure Key Processing module adds the facility to the site to create the random set of keys to verify the user
identity as well as the data identity by means of a Key Generation algorithm that is run by the user to setup the
scheme. Generating keys (Based on Hint Words) and mail it to users for decrypting the encrypted data. Key
generation is the process of generating keys for cryptography. A key is used to encrypt and decrypt whatever data
is being encrypted / decrypted.

5.2. Verification Generator

The verification generator module allows the system to generate the verification code / signature for the users to
securely handle the data in a remote medium. It is used by the user to generate verification metadata, which may
consist of unique signatures or other information used for verifying the user. Signature Generation Algorithm is used
by the user to generate verification metadata, which may consist of machine access code. This algorithm checks the
signatures, or other related information that will be used for auditing. It generates the signature for the user and set
the identity to each and every individual in the cloud architecture.

5.3. Server Data Processing

The server data processing module fully describes about the cloud implementation process. Clouds implement
proprietary interfaces for service access, configuration, and management as well as for interaction with other cloud
components. Each service layer of a cloud tightly integrates with lower service layers or is highly dependent on the
value-added proprietary solutions that the cloud offers. This heterogeneity and tight coupling prohibit interoperation
between services from different clouds. The current business model requires pre-established agreements between
CSPs before collaboration can occur. These agreements are necessary for clouds to establish their willingness to
collaborate and establish trust with one another. The lack of such agreements prohibits multi-cloud collaborative
efforts due to incompatible intentions, business rules, and policies. Moreover, collaborations resulting from pre-
established agreements typically exhibit tight integration between the participants and cannot be extended to provide
universal and dynamic collaboration.

5.4. Data Assurance to Admin Process

The data assurance module provides the facility to the administrator to check the resource owner want to upload
into the server is valid or not. If the owner requesting for the proper resource to upload it will be verified by the
administrator and get the permission properly and get splitted into three parts and stored into various servers for
providing the security means, but if the requesting resource upload permission is for the wrong resource then it will
be blocked by the administrator immediately and the owner cannot be upload the resource further.

5.5.Admin Auditing Model

The administrator auditing panel allows the administrator to audit the resource which is uploaded by the resource
owners, in which the process is also known as public verifier process. The public verifier is able to correctly check
the integrity of shared data. The public verifier can audit the integrity of shared data from multi-cloud with whole
data and accept the file. The public auditor checks all files integrity and accept the files to cloud server for further
process like searching and maintenance.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The objective of our experiment is to assess the conduct of our methodology for provisioning the database level of
the product application in view of checking the application characterized Service Level Agreement in contrast with
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the conventional component of observing the use of distributed processing assets. The database maintained in the
cloud server can handle any amount of data without any disturbance in our scenario, we discussed already in the
previous sections. However the consideration falling into time constraint gives a trouble to users. In this case the
workload of the total server side database scenario creates unwanted issues and degrades the performance of
overall cloud server. In the following figure T(s) indicates the Time Period and the WL indicates the Workload
Complexity. To avoid this problem we form a cloud server scenario in distributed manner by splitting the data
uploaded into server and place it into the cloud distributed instead of placing it into a single server. Through this
methodology of distributed database management of cloud scenario reduces the workload on server side and
improves the performance of the cloud system. Another complexity is also considered in this system and eliminated
by means of the easy retrieval process. The search process is comparatively easier in this system than all others;
because once the data is posted into the server it is not in single place to retrieve a large content in single entity.
Instead of this the content is retrieved from multiple locations, which will be more faster compare to the other
approaches we are handling with. In the following figure we demonstrated the Time taken to handle the request and
retrieval of data from the server and in this graphical view x-axis indicates the time taken to retrieval and y-axis
indicates the speed of retrieval.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this system, we presented the idea and difficulties of SLA-based provisioning and cost administration for cloud
hosted databases from the buyer viewpoint. We exhibited a conclusion to-end structure that encourages versatile
and dynamic provisioning of the database level of the product applications in light of use characterized arrangements
for fulfilling their own SLA execution prerequisites, staying away from the expense of any SLA infringement and
controlling the money related expense of the assigned figuring assets. Our test results demonstrate that our
methodology gives the cloud customers sufficient revelatory and more adaptable system for controlling the SLA of
their applications than depending on observing the use of the allotted distributed computing assets.
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